Dear Sky News Principals, agents and On-Air presenters,
Please be good enough to forward the attachment to all the above. At the very least if
will give them the well established opinions of one of your/their viewers.
I note that you have scheduled your well promoted ‘Big Shots: Anti-Vaxxers
Exposed’ program for tonight prime time between 8pm and 9pm.
I suggest that you cancel this program as being extremely biased. It certainly does not
support the logical and well formed views of a very large and perhaps increasing
number of your viewers. My reasons are that, even without watching the program,
because of your claim that people who support freedom of choice, like myself (that
you label ‘Anti Vaxers’) are promoting a “deadly campaign of fear’.
I attach a single one page summary of the vaccination issue ’12 Reasons to Reject
Vaccination’ that I researched and compiled during the last two years. If you read it,
you will see that the voluminous world-wide evidence overwhelming opposes all
vaccinations - especially if compulsory. As a news analysis organisation, why do you
not already know this? Or does Sky News have another agenda, along with virtually
all main stream media outlets, whereever their opinions are published.
Perhaps instead of investigating the ‘anti-vaccination movement’ would you not be
well advised to investigate the whole subject of vaccination? And bring your results
to the knowledge of your viewers? Do you have any doubt that this would save lives.
Possibly of people you personally know?
You have an outstanding light in Alan Jones. I have told many people to watch Alan’s
Program as I do. Obviously we were quite concerned when Alan promoted your Big
Shots program, without his usual balance. Perhaps he was instructed to do so, as you
are aware of his very large following.
Alan was honourable enough to explain what happened regarding his promotion,
which was really indoctrination, and apologise to the many people who wrote in and
to all his viewers. A courageous and honourable fellow indeed.
Either you think that you can push the refuted and illogical vaccination idea however
you wish and you will not lose viewers because of it - or you do not care. Where is
your balance? Why didn’t you arrange a debate - according to formal debating rules?
Would the planet really be destroyed if you presented a balanced program? Why do
we never have them in Australia? I would be happy to organise such a debate if you
wish. As I strongly support fairness, you would find that it would be presented in a
fair and unbiased manner and have a huge following of people on all sides of the
debate. And be far more entertaining and beneficial than your ‘Big Shots’ attempt to
encourage or coerce people to be injected.

Why haven’t you scheduled a show presenting some of the thousands of worldwide
professionals in the medical and related fields, who are now and in many cases have
been for decades, revealing the truth about this extremely harmful process?
Should you disagree with any single point of my one page summary, and require
greater confirmation, use the brilliant interactive ‘1200 studies I list on the sheet. I am
not the author. If you would prefer I clarify any point, just ask.
By the way, after McGregor’s quite vicious attack on the Former US President Trump
on a recent program, I will never watch her program or any interviews with her. Alan
recently interviewed her and I immediately turned the program off and watched Nick
in his recent remarkable come-back tennis win.
Please take this opportunity to become well informed about the vaccination issue,
stop using indoctrination and become, unfortunately, the only television station in
Australia who reports the news and presents the truth about all issues.
My sincere regards,
Dennis Stevenson
truelaw@mail.com

